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Abstract. In shared workspaces, teammates working with a common
set of objects must be able to unambiguously reference individual objects
in order to effectively collaborate. When teammates are autonomous
robots, human teammates must be able to communicate their intended
reference object without overtly interfering with their workflow. In
human-robot interaction, the problem of visual reference is defined as
identifying the specific object referred to by a human (e.g., through a
pointing gesture recognized by an augmented reality device), and relat-
ing this object to the associated object in the robotic teammate’s field
of view, thereby identifying the intended object from a set of ambigu-
ous objects. As human and robot teammates typically observe their
shared workspace from differing perspectives, achieving visual reference
of objects is a challenging yet crucial problem. In this paper, we present
a novel approach to visual reference of ambiguous objects that intro-
duces a graph matching-based approach which fuses visual and spatial
information of the objects in a shared workspace through augmented
reality-powered human-robot communication. Our approach represents
the objects in a scene with a graph where edges encoding the spatial rela-
tionships among objects and attribute vectors describing each object’s
appearance associated with each node. Then, we formulate visual object
reference for human-robot communication in a shared workspace as an
optimization-based graph matching problem, which identifies the corre-
spondence of nodes in graphs built from the human and robot team-
mates’ observations. We conduct extensive experimental evaluation on
two introduced datasets, showing that our approach is able to obtain
accurate visual references of ambiguous objects and outperforms exist-
ing visual reference methods.
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1 Introduction

Human-robot teaming and interaction in shared space has been recently attract-
ing significant attention. In such scenarios, autonomous robots work alongside
humans in shared workspaces and cooperate with them to complete collabora-
tive tasks together. A critical capability required for human-robot teaming in
shared workspaces is effective communication between robots and humans [1].
Recently, augmented reality (AR) has been proposed as a promising solution to
improving human-robot communication, offering the revolutionary capability to
visualize virtual information with the real world scene through the use of head-
mounted displays or hand-held devices [2,3], in order to more intuitively deliver
information to a human.

Visual reference of objects in a shared space is essential to enabling AR-
powered human-robot communication. Visual reference in human-robot com-
munication is defined as the problem of a robot correctly visually identifying a
specific object within the robot’s field of view that has been referred to by a
human within their own field of view. Figure 1 illustrates a motivating exam-
ple of visual reference for AR-powered human-robot communication in a shared
workspace. A human teammate wears an AR headset and uses a pointing ges-
ture recognized by the AR device to refer to one of the objects in the shared
workspace that she wants the robot to pick up. Then, the robot must identify
the specific object referred to by the human teammate within its own field of
view, before taking an action to manipulate the object. Scenarios that require
visual object references are common in many real-world applications, such as

Fig. 1. A motivating example of visual reference of ambiguous objects for AR-powered
human-robot communication in a shared workspace. When the human teammate selects
an object through a pointing gesture recognized by the AR headset, the robot teammate
needs to identify the object referred to by the human within its own field of view,
without being confused by other similar objects in the shared space.
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assembling, manufacturing, and multi-robot multi-human teaming in field envi-
ronments, in which many relevant objects exist in shared space.

Due to the importance of visual reference, many methods have been devel-
oped to address this problem of identifying a referenced object in multiple views.
The first category consists of methods based on visual appearance similarity
between objects, e.g., using matched key-points to track the same object in a
video [4], utilizing the similarity between region-based global features to iden-
tify if two instances of objects are the same [5] or leveraging feature attributes
for object re-identification [6]. The second category of existing methods employ
a synchronization algorithm to identify the same objects in multiple views by
enforcing a circle consistent constraint, e.g., formulating visual reference as a
semi-definite problem [7], solving a relaxed convex problem to associate the same
object over multiple views [8,9], or formulating this disambiguation as a top-
rank eigenvector-decomposition problem [10,11]. The third category of methods
to refer to the same object among multiple views consists of approaches based on
spatial information among objects, e.g., formulating the visual reference prob-
lem as a linear assignment problem which can be solved by the Hungarian [12]
or Sinkhorn algorithms [13], identifying a matching node between two graphs
by solving the quadratic assignment problem (also known as pairwise graph
matching) [14,15], and referring to the same point in multiple point clouds by
employing iterative closest point techniques [16].

While these existing methods have obtained promising performance in sub-
areas of visual reference, addressing the problem of disambiguation of object
references in a real-world environment in a unified fashion (i.e., incorporating
visual and spatial information) is still hard to solve due to two major challenges.
The first major challenge for visual object reference is the ambiguity among the
multiple objects in shared workspace. Humans and robots typically observe a
shared workspace from different points of view. From one teammate’s perspec-
tive, multiple objects can have a similar appearance (i.e., perceptual aliasing),
which will cause the visual appearance and synchronization-based methods to
fail, as they require the objects in multiple views to be unique. From different
perspectives (e.g., both the robot’s and human’s), the same object can often
exhibit a different visual appearance, such as objects that are different colors
on various sides. Thus, using only visual appearance to identify correspondences
among objects is insufficient to solve the visual reference problem. The second
major challenge for visual object reference is the deformation in the spatial rela-
tionships among objects. The position of multiple objects can be obtained from
a depth sensor (e.g., using an RGB-D camera). Due to the noise and resolution
limit in depth measurement, the position of objects recovered from 2D image
coordinates and depth values contain inaccuracies which will lead to deforma-
tion in the constructed spatial relationship of objects. Thus, relying solely on
spatial relationships among objects is also insufficient to enable effective visual
referencing.

In this paper, we propose a graph matching method for visual reference
that integrates visual and spatial information describing the objects to iden-
tify the correspondence of objects between the robot’s view and the human
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teammate’s view. From the robot teammate’s perspective, we represent multiple
detected objects as a graph, where each node corresponds to a detected object,
where edges between nodes describe the spatial distance between objects and an
attribute vector associated with each node describes the object’s visual appear-
ance. We represent the human teammate’s perspective with a similar graph.
Thus, our graph representation integrates both visual and spatial information
about the detected objects in both observations. Given these two graph repre-
sentations generated from the robot’s and human teammate’s observation, we
formulate visual reference as a graph matching problem, which uses constrained
optimization to identify corresponding objects between two views based on the
similarity of the visual and spatial information of the objects encoded in each
graph.

The contributions of this research are twofold:

– We formulate visual reference as a graph matching problem, which integrates
visual and spatial information of objects into a unified graph representation
for correspondence identification between two views to improve representa-
tion expressiveness and reduce or remove the ambiguity inherent in visual
reference.

– We develop a heuristic optimization algorithm to solve the proposed non-
convex graph matching problem, which has no closed-form solution.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce
the proposed graph matching approach to visual reference of ambiguous objects,
including our problem formulation and optimization algorithm. In Sect. 3, we
present our experimental results on multiple datasets. Finally, we conclude this
work in Sect. 4.

2 The Proposed Approach

Notation. The matrices are denoted as boldface capital letters, e.g., M =
{Mi,j} ∈ R

n×m with Mi,j denoting the element in the i-th row and j-th coloumn
of M. Vectors are represented as boldface lowercase letters v ∈ R

n. In addition,
m ∈ R

nm is the vectorized form of a matrix M ∈ R
n×m, which is a concatenation

of each column in M into a vector.

2.1 Problem Formulation

The problem of visual reference is to identify the same objects in a shared
workspace observed by a robot and a human teammate from their respective
fields of view. In this work, we design a graph matching-based method to address
visual reference.

Given an observation from by a robot or a human teammate, we represent
it as a graph G = {V,F ,S}. In graph G, V = {v1,v2, . . . ,vn} denotes the node
set, which represents the 3D central positions of the objects in the observation,
where vi = {x, y, z} denotes the 3D central position of the i-th object and n is
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the number of objects. The appearance set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} denotes the set of
visual appearance features of the objects, where fi is a feature vector describing
the appearance of the i-th object located at vi. S = {si,j , i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, i �= j}
denotes the set of spatial relationships among the objects, where si,j denotes the
distance between the i-th object located at vi and the j-th object located at vj .

In visual reference, the objects observed by a robot and a human teammate
in their own fields of view can be respectively represented as two graphs G =
{V,F ,S} and G′ = {V ′,F ′,S ′}. Given the graph representations, one way to
identify the correspondences of objects in two views is based on visual similarities
of objects, which is denoted as a = {ai,i′} ∈ R

nn′
, where ai,i′ represents the

similarity between the feature vectors fi ∈ F of the i the object in graph G and
f ′
i ∈ F ′ of the i′ object in graph G′, which can be computed using a dot product

of two feature vectors:

ai,i′ =
fi · f ′

i

‖fi‖‖f ′
i‖

(1)

In order to obtain the correspondence of objects in two different graphs G and G′

given this appearance similarity, a common way is to solve the following linear
assignment problem,

max
X

a�x

s.t. X1n′×1 ≤ 1n×1,X�1n×1 ≤ 1n′×1 (2)

where x = {xii′} ∈ {0, 1}nn′
denotes the vectorized correspondence matrix

X ∈ {0, 1}n×n′
, with Xii′ = 1 denoting that the i-th node in V and the i′-

th node in V ′ are matched, and 1 is a vector with all elements equal to 1. In
general, the problem in Eq. (2) can be solved by the Hungarian [12] or Sinkhorn
algorithms [13]. The constraints in Eq. (2) are designed to enforce the one-to-one
correspondence: each row or column in X can at most have one element equal
to 1, and all others are equal to 0.

However, this visual-based matching can not address the ambiguity in object
appearance, e.g., two different objects may look similar or the same object
observed from different perspectives may look different. Another way to refer
the same object in different views is based upon spatial relationships among
objects. The distance-based spatial similarity can be denoted as S = {Sii′,jj′} ∈
R

nn′×nn′
, where Sii′,jj′ represents the similarity of the distance si,j ∈ S and the

distance s′
i′,j′ ∈ S ′, which can be computed by:

Sii′,jj′ = exp
(

− 1
β

(si,j − s′
i′,j′)2

)
(3)

This similarity is computed using the nonlinear exponential function, with β as a
hyperparameter, to transfer any non-negative input to an output value between
0 and 1. Then, visual reference can be formulated as the quadratic assignment
problem as follows,
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Algorithm 1: The proposed algorithm to solve the formulated non-convex
optimization problem in Eq. (5).

Input : S ∈ R
nn′×nn′

and a ∈ R
nn′

Output: X =∈ {0, 1}n×n′

1: Initialize the correspondence matrix X
2: Compute P and q according to Eq. (6)
3: while not converge do
4: Compute the jump vector z by Eq. (8)
5: Normalize z using bistochastic normalization
6: Update X with the reweighted jump vector by Eq. (9)

7: end
8: Discretize X using the Hungarian algorithm
9: return X

max
X

x�Sx

s.t. X1n′×1 ≤ 1n×1,X�1n×1 ≤ 1n′×1 (4)

Generally, Eq. (4) is NP-hard and can be solved by existing heuristic algorithms
[14]. Due to noise in measurement or variations in the sensing environment,
the position of objects obtained by sensors is inaccurate, which will lead to
deformation in spatial relationships (e.g., distance) among objects. Thus, only
using spatial information for visual reference is insufficient.

In this paper, in order to accurately reference the same object in two different
views despite the ambiguity in the appearance of objects and the deformation
in the position of objects, we formulate visual reference as a graph matching
problem defined in an optimization framework, which integrates both the visual
and spatial information of objects for visual reference. The final correspondences
of the same objects in different views can be obtained by solving the following
optimization problem:

max
X

λ1a�x + λ2x�Sx

s.t. X1n′×1 ≤ 1n×1,X�1n×1 ≤ 1n′×1 (5)

The first term in Eq. (5) represents the accumulated similarity between visual
appearances of the objects in the two graphs, which sums all visual appearance
similarities ai,i′ of the feature vectors fi ∈ F and f ′

i ∈ F ′. The second term
denotes the accumulated spatial similarities of the objects in two graphs, which
sums all distance similarities Sii′,jj′ of two edges si,j ∈ S and s′

i′,j′ ∈ S ′. λ1 ≥ 0
and λ2 ≥ 0 are hyperparameters to control the importance of the visual and
spatial similarities, which satisfy λ1 + λ2 = 1.

2.2 Optimization Algorithm

Since our proposed graph matching formulation is a non-convex optimization
problem, which has no closed-form solution, we design an optimization algorithm
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based on random walks with the reweighted jump technique [14] to solve the
proposed optimization problem in Eq. (5). The proposed optimization algorithm
is presented in Algorithm 1.

In Step 2, we first convert the similarity matrix in Eq. (5) to a stochastic
form P ∈ R

nn′×nn′
and q ∈ R

nn′
as follows:

P = S/max
i

∑
j

Si,j

q = a/max
i

ai (6)

By dividing by the maximum elements, Eq. (6) can normalize the original matrix
without losing relative similarity. Then the original formulation in Eq. (5) is
converted to the following form:

max
X

λ1q�x + λ2x�Px

s.t. X1n′×1 ≤ 1n×1,X�1n×1 ≤ 1n′×1 (7)

Then in Step 4, we define the reweighting jump vector as z ∈ R
nn′

to jump out
of local optima, which is inspired by the PageRank algorithm [14].

zr = exp (xr ◦ a/max (xr ◦ a)) (8)

where ◦ denotes the entry-wise product and r denotes the r–th iteration. The
node appearance similarity a is introduced to guide the jump toward a direction
such that similar objects can be better matched.

In Step 5, we employ bistochastic normalization to normalize each row and
column in z to enforce the one-to-one correspondence.

In Step 6, to facilitate X to jump out of local optima, X is updated by:

xr+1 = α
(
q + xr�P

)
+ (1 − α) zr (9)

where α is a hyper-parameter that controls the update rate, and α = 0.3 in the
following experiments.

In Step 8 after convergence, we discretize the matrix X ∈ R
n×n′

into binary
form by using the Hungarian algorithm. The complexity of the proposed Algo-
rithm1 is dominated by matrix S, which is O((nn′)2).

3 Experiment

3.1 Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate our proposed visual reference method in AR-powered
human-robot communication, we collected two datasets: (1) the multi-view
object identification dataset (MOI); and (2) the multi-robot coordination dataset
(MRC), seen illustrated in Fig. 2. In each dataset, 30 data instances are used to
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(a) MOI (b) MRC

Fig. 2. Illustrations of MOI and MRC datasets.

evaluate our approach. Each data instance contains a pair of RGB-D observa-
tions observed by 3D structured-light cameras from two different perspectives.
Both of the datasets include the color and HOG features of objects to describe
the appearance of objects, 3D position of objects recovered from RGB-D obser-
vations and the ground truth of the correspondences of the objects in two per-
spectives, which are labeled manually in MOI or detected from the QR code in
MRC.

We evaluated our method on the MOI and MRC datasets by comparing
with three existing methods: (1) SM [15], a spatial-based matching method;
(2) RRWM [14], which uses the distance relationships of objects to identify
the correspondence of objects; and (3) ATT [6], which uses attribute features
to describe object for re-identification. We use each author’s original MATLAB
code in our comparison. Our visual-spatial graph matching method is also imple-
mented in MATLAB and sets λ1 = 0.5 and λ2 = 0.5 for evaluation.

We adopt accuracy, precision and recall as metrics to evaluate the perfor-
mance of visual reference. From the perspective of graph matching [14], given
the visual correspondences of the objects, accuracy is defined as the number of
correct correspondences over the total number of the ground truth of object cor-
respondence. From the perspective of object retrieval [17], precision is defined
as the fraction of correctly retrieved object correspondences over all retrieved
objects, and recall is defined as the ratio of retrieved correct correspondences
over all of the ground truth of correspondences.

Table 1. Quantitative experimental results on the MOI and MRC datasets.

Method MOI MRC

Accuracy Precision Recall Accuracy Precision Recall

SM [15] 0.2646 0.2792 0.1874 0.2861 0.2142 0.1926

RRWM [14] 0.2917 0.3440 0.2207 0.3053 0.3262 0.1378

ATT [6] 0.5669 0.6455 0.5579 0.6289 0.6476 0.5211

Ours 0.8496 0.8579 0.8056 0.8590 0.7926 0.8434
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3.2 Results on the MOI Dataset

We first evaluate our proposed method on the multi-view object identification
dataset. In MOI, the objects are observed from the overhead perspective, in
which most classes of the objects have a similar appearance (e.g., multiple apples
look similar visually) and the positions of object are inaccurate due to sensing
error from the camera angle. Since all the objects are close to each other, the
inaccurate positions of object will lead to large deformations in the distance
relationships between objects.

The qualitative results are presented in Fig. 3. We can observe that ATT,
using only visual information about the objects for visual reference, can only
distinguish the objects in different classes that have unique appearances. Due
to the existence of ambiguity in objects’ appearance, apples in two perspectives
are identified incorrectly. The results obtained from the spatial-based method
RRWM indicate that using spatial information is robust to the ambiguity in
objects’ appearance. However, since there exists deformation in the spatial rela-
tionships of objects, only using spatial information is still insufficient. Our pro-
posed method integrating both visual and spatial information of objects for
visual reference can correctly identify the correspondences of objects in two per-
spectives and obtain the best performance.

The qualitative results for visual reference in MOI are reported in Table 1.
The results indicate that only using spatial-based features (SM and RRWM)
causes poor performance for visual reference due to the deformation in the dis-
tances between pairs of objects. The visual-based method (ATT) obtains an
improved performance but is still worse than our approach due to ambiguity
in visual appearance of objects. Our approach achieved the best performance,

(a) RRWM (b) ATT (c) Ours

(d) RRWM (e) ATT (f) Ours

(g) RRWM (h) ATT (i) Ours

Fig. 3. Qualitative experimental results on the MOI dataset with comparison of our
proposed method with RRWM and ATT. Green lines denote correct correspondences
and red lines denote incorrect correspondences. [Best viewed in color.]
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which can address the challenges caused by the ambiguity in visual appearance
and deformation in spatial relationships of objects.

3.3 Results on the MRC Dataset

We also evaluate our approach on the multi-robot coordination dataset, which
is more challenging compared to the MOI dataset. Most object instances in
MRC have an identical appearance, which indicates larger ambiguity in objects’
appearance. In addition, the object instances are observed far away from the
sensing camera, which leads to larger deformations in objects’ spatial relation-
ships. Thus, MRC is a very challenging dataset for the evaluation of visual
reference.

To visualize object correspondences, the qualitative experimental results of
visual reference for MRC are presented in Fig. 4. Results obtained by the other
two best performing methods (RRWM and ATT) are also compared in the figure.
We can see that RRWM cannot well identify correspondence of the objects.
ATT obtains improved performance, in which unique objects can be correctly
identified, but ATT again failed for the objects with identical appearance. As
with the MOI dataset, our graph matching approach obtains the best results on
object correspondence identification for visual reference.

The quantitative results on MRC dataset are also presented in Table 1. We
observe that graph matching methods (SM and RRWM) perform badly, due to
the large deformation existed in the spatial relationships of objects. ATT achieves
better performance due to the existence of the objects with unique appearance.

(a) RRWM (b) ATT (c) Ours

(d) RRWM (e) ATT (f) Ours

(g) RRWM (h) ATT (i) Ours

Fig. 4. Qualitative experimental results on the MRC dataset with comparison of our
proposed method with RRWM and ATT. Green lines denote correct correspondences
and red lines denote incorrect correspondences. [Best viewed in color.]
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Our approach obtains the best performance on MRC, and outperforms ATT,
due to our approach’s ability to integrate visual and spatial information about
objects.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we present an approach to enable visual reference of ambiguous
objects in a workspace shared between human and robot teammates utilizing
augmented reality-powered human-robot communication. We introduce a novel
graph matching-based approach that is able to fuse visual and spatial infor-
mation describing the objects as seen from each teammate’s perspective, where
these objects as represented with graph edges describing spatial structure and
attribute vectors describing visual appearances. We formulate our approach as a
constrained optimization problem that identifies the correspondences of nodes in
graphs built from both the human and robot’s observations. Through extensive
evaluation on two datasets, we show that our approach provides accurate visual
reference of ambiguous objects from human and robot perspectives, and is able
to outperform existing state-of-the-art visual reference methods.
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